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Stop thinking that your digital 
content and channels 

promote your organisation. 

Start thinking that that they 
are your organisation.



Blog Magazine-style 
storytelling



• Our strategy recognised that our digital offer was part of our organisation 
rather than promoting our organisation.

• So that we could deliver on this, we moved away from blogging to a 
journalistic approach to digital content

• We needed to tell our stories in a format that people were primed to 
consume already.

• We looked at our vision, and tested a range of formats to see which ones 
resonated with users and where we could refine.

• We dropped a few formats (video content and high-value (read: expensive) 
interactive serials ) and stuck to six formats.



Essays



Interviews



Book extracts



Serials



Comics



Narrative image galleries



What we achieved

Ref: https://stacks.wellcomecollection.org/the-story-behind-stories-
and-our-journalistic-approach-to-digital-content-ad196b8665ab

More people
came to read

From 
40K pageviews
Jul-Sept 2017

to 
115K pageviews
Jul-Sept 2018

More people
reading for

longer

From
4min 28sec

Jul-Sept 2017
to

9min 37sec
Jul-Sept 2018

Fewer people
leaving w/o
interacting

From 29% 
bounce rate 

Jul-Sept 2017
to

26% bounce rate
Jul-Sept 2018

https://stacks.wellcomecollection.org/the-story-behind-stories-and-our-journalistic-approach-to-digital-content-ad196b8665ab




DIGITAL  ADVERTISING DIGITAL CONTENT AS 
PRODUCT

FUNCTIONAL 
CONTENT

Digital displays, social media ads, 
digital banner ads 

Journalistic content, either on your 
website or social media User-focused website content

Explicit calls-to-action Implicit calls-to-action, with 
onward journeys at the end Clear journeys to purchase

Designed inspire a desire  to visit, 
watch or listen

Designed to give an  experience  
there and then

Designed to facilitate a sign-up, an 
application, a prurpose

Often focused on individual 
initiatives or campaigns

Always-on, drumbeat content that 
satisfies users

Focused on questions that answer 
user need

Key for return visitors or new 
visitors already comfortable 

Key for new audiences who may 
not think your org for them as well 

as maintaining relationships

Key to securing transactions and 
encouraging nervous uncertain 

visitors



• Decide your formats, ideally using research, and stick to them

• Shift to a pitch-and-commission model

• Think pictures, not just words

• Start small but be consistent

• Be transparent

• If you had any, go back and update your old content

How you can do it too



Decide your formats and do your research
• Inform:

news, reports, interviews, 
investigations

• Opinion:
reviews, columns, essays, 
experience

• Interpret:
explainers, profiles

• Divert: 
comics, featuresRef: 

http://www.scielo.br/pdf/interc/v39n1/en_18
09-5844-interc-39-1-0039.pdf

• How do you want them to feel when they 
experience your content? 

• Look at search engines: What are users 
searching for that’s relevant to what you 
can provide? How can you climb those 
rankings and improve organic traffic?

• User research with current and potential 
users

• Test your ideas with them
• Decide what success will look like and 

define your metrics

http://www.scielo.br/pdf/interc/v39n1/en_1809-5844-interc-39-1-0039.pdf


Tell stories with a pitch-and-commission model

• Your organisation will be bursting with brilliant stories.
• Make sure those stories can stand up on their own.
• Staff may or may not be the right people to tell the story. Consider using 

freelance journalists and writers to ensure your content doesn’t skew 
promotional. 

• Let people know you’re open to pitches. Sometimes someone outside 
your org has a better idea of what’s exciting in your org than you do



Start small but be consistent
• Sustainable and programmatic 

editorial calendar.
• Put the overall mission first.
• Publish regularly, so your users 

come to expect it. It will build a 
stronger relationship.

• Start small and build up. One day a 
week regularly is better than a 
blast over a month and then 
nothing.

• Establish editorial guidelines and 
production process. 



Be transparent

• Tracking performance for every post, so you know what’s working and 
what isn’t and can compare like-for-like.

• Lo-fi usability testing on our content. Does it meet user’s needs?
• Stop doing posts that don’t contribute to objectives.
• Create a feedback loop into insight and analysis.



Go back and update

• Google, and your users, will thank you 
for it

• Review your old content and see what 
you can improve with a few simple 
changes

• Archive content that doesn’t help you 
achieve your mission anymore

• Focus especially on content that ranks 
highly for search



It can work for any 
organisation



• Step 1: Locate/write down your org’s vision/mission/purpose statement 

• Step 2: Think about what assets (these don’t have to be digital) you 
already have a lot of in your archive or organisation

• Step 3: Come up with a hypothesis for which journalistic formats might be 
best for your org

• Now you have something to test!



Give users things they need, and 
they’ll always come back for more.


